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ESTIND Scale 
Abstract 
Individualism has been described to be a broad concept consisting of many different 
components. Three themes were proposed to be core attributes of individualism: (1) 
Autonomy, (2) Self-Sufficiency, and (3) Self-Assurance. Three instruments were 
developed to operationalize the concept of individualism in a way defined above and to 
establish in what relation it stands in the respect of the three forms of collectivism. 
Familism, Companionship, and Patriotism as found by Realo, Allik. & Vadi (1997). In 
addition, relations between individualism and four other constructs were measured. The 
developed individualism measure - the ESTIND-P scale - showed good reliability 
properties. The correlations between the ESTIND-P scale and the measure of collectivism 
(the ESTCOL scale) indicated that individualism and collectivism cannot be considered 
the opposite poles of the same dimension but rather as independent concepts. 
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Kokkuvote 
Individualismi ja kollektivismi on psiihholoogias intensiivselt uuritud viimased 
kakskiimmend aastat. Kaesoleva uurimuse iiheks eesmargiks oli anda selgem tahendus 
individualismile, mida on nimetatud koikeholmavaks ja laiaks konstruktiks. Teisteks 
eesmarkideks oli uurida individualismi ja kollektivismi vahelist seost, samuti seoseid 
individualismi ja voistluslikkuse, nartsissismi, makjavellismi ja kontroll-keskme vahel. 
Uurimuse aluseks oli kontseptsioon, mille kohaselt individualismi voiles kasitleda kolme 
teemana : (1) autonoomia - enese defineerimine iseseisva ja teistest inimestest voi 
gruppidest soltumatuna; (2) enesekiillasus - enda teadvustamine isetegutseva subjektina; 
(3) enesekindlus - enese tajumine unikaalse ja teistest erinevana. Uurimuse kaigus loodi 
kokku kolm erinevat skaalat. mis moodavad vastavalt kolme eelnimetatud individualismi 
teemat (ESTIND-P ja ESTIND-N) ning individualismi kolme grupi (perekond. sobrad ja 
riik) suhtes (3-LIQ). Saadud tulemused lubavad oletada. et individualismi ja kollektivismi 
naol on toepoolest tegemist kahe suhteliselt iseseisva dimensiooniga. Statistiliselt 
olulisteks osutusid seosed individualismi ja voistluslikkuse, nartsissismi ning kontroll-
keskme vahel, makjavellismiga olid seotud enesekindlus ESTIND-P alaskaalana ja 
individualism perekonna suhtes 3-LIQ alaskaalana. 
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Introduction 
The constructs of individualism and collectivism have received a lot of researchers' 
attention. Although aforenamed constructs have been popular in most of the social 
sciences for about a century, the more systematic and intensive investigation began after 
the Hofstede's (1980) influential study, which found individualism versus collectivism to 
be one of the most distinctive dimensions on which cultures vary (cf. Realo, 1998; 
Triandis, McCusker, & ITui. 1990). Kagit^ibasi and Berry (1989) have identified 
individualism and collectivism as one of the major themes of cross-cultural psychology in 
the 1980s. But it has been considered the 1990s to be even more fertile years for the 
development of theory and method around these constructs (Triandis, Chen. & Chan, 
1998). 
Regardless of great popularity and success of individualism and collectivism, they have 
also received criticism. The main statement has been that the constructs are too broad, 
fuzzy, and all-embracing and the refinement in conceptualization and measurement of 
individualism and collectivism is suggested and indicated (Chen, Meindl, & Hunt. 1997; 
Gaines el al., 1997; Gelfand, Triandis, & Chan, 1996; Kagit9ibasi, 1994, 1997; Niles, 
1998; Singelis, Triandis, Bhawuk, & Gelfand, 1995) 
Individualism and collectivism were treated as opposite poles of one dimension by 
Hofstede (1980), some other researchers have also obtained results that confirm the 
unidimensionality of the construct (Gerganov, Dilova, Petkova, & Paspalanova, 1996; 
Wojciszke, 1997). Many other studies, however, have suggested that the individualism 
and collectivism are orthogonal unipolar dimensions (Freeman, 1996; Gaines et al., 1997; 
Gelfand, Triandis, & Chan, 1996; Rhee, Uleman, & Lee, 1996; Triandis, 1990; Triandis, 
1994; Triandis el al., 1986: Triandis, Bontempo, Villareal, Asai, & Lucca. 1988a; 
Triandis et al., 1990) which "can coexist and are simply emphasized more or less in each 
culture, depending on the situation" (Triandis, 1993, p. 162). This research concentrates 
mainly on individualism following the assumption that individualism and collectivism are 
not the opposites of each other. The aim of this study is to refine the meaning of 
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individualism and to find its core components as it was done in regard to collectivism by 
Realo, Allik, & Vadi (1997). 
Although Triandis, Leung. Villareal, & Clack (1985) have proposed to use terms 
individualism and collectivism for analyses at the cultural level and terms idiocentrism 
and allocentrism for analyses at the individual level, the more popular and widely used 
concepts individualism and collectivism are employed in this paper to describe both 
cultural and individual level constructs. 
Definitions and Related Constructs of Individualism in Cross-Cultural Psychology 
The idea of the individual as a value, can be traced back to almost every great 
civilization. For some scholars, however, the idea of individualism has been related 
exclusively to the Christianity or to the emergence of "individuality" in Europe at the end 
of the Xlth century (Gurevich, 1995). Individualism has been considered to consist of 
different number of components (e.g., religious, political, economical, and cultural) and 
related to many other constructs (modernity, holism etc.). In the next section, a short 
overview will be presented about various definitions and attributes of individualism used 
mainly in psychology since Hofstede's study in 1980. For the historical overview about 
studying individualism in various disciplines, see for example Gelfand, Triandis, & Chan 
(1996), KagitQibasi (1997), and Triandis (1995). 
Definitions of Individual ism 
Hofstede (1980. 1991) used the terms of individualism and collectivism to describe 
possible forms of the relationship between individuals and the groups to which they 
belong. According to him, individualism applies to a society in which the ties between 
individuals are loose and everyone is expected to look after himself or herself and his oi­
lier immediate family only. It may be suggested on the basis of this that one attribute of 
individualism is the primacy of one's own self: in individualistic cultures the self is 
perceived as independent, self-contained, autonomous, and distinct unit, which is an 
unique center of cognition, emotion, and action (Markus & Kitayama. 1991; Semin, 
1996: Triandis, Brislin, & ITni. 1988b). 
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In later research, Triandis and his colleagues have defined many attributes and 
characteristics of individualism and individualists. For instance, individualists are loosely 
linked individuals who view themselves as independent of collectives, their self is 
defined almost entirely in individual terms. They are primarily motivated by their own 
preferences, needs, rights, and the contracts they have established with others. 
Individualistic people emphasize rational analyses of the advantages and disadvantages to 
associating with others and their personal goals are more important than in-group goals. 
Such people are also emotionally detached from their in-groups. and in-groups are 
perceived as more heterogeneous than out-groups. Social control depends more on guilt 
than on shame and reflects contractual arrangements. Individualists are ready to confront 
in-group members with whom one disagrees; competition, and personal fate are 
emphasized: internal control is high; values are personal (e.g., creative, brave, happy): 
and there is a congruence between private self and public self (Triandis, 1990, 1995; 
Triandis et al., 1990, 1993). Triandis (1995) has also summarized four defining attributes 
of individualism: 
(1) the definition of the self is independent in individualism: 
(2) individualists have personal goals that may or may not overlap with the goals of 
their in-groups and consider it "obvious" that personal goals should have priority 
over group goals; 
(3) social behaviors of individualists are governed by individual attitudes, preferences, 
and interests; 
(4) individualists treat relationships instrumentally and drop them when costs exceed 
the benefits. 
In a comprehensive review of the literature on individualism and collectivism, a 
theoretical and measurement refinement of the constructs was suggested by Singelis and 
his colleagues (1995). They proposed that the most important attributes of individualism 
and collectivism are the horizontal and vertical aspects of social relations (see also 
Triandis, 1993; Triandis, 1995). Following the idea that there are four kinds of selves: 
independent and interdependent (Markus & Kitayama, 1991) and same and different, 
Singelis and colleagues (1995) proposed a new typology of the combinations of these 
four types of selves (see Ki'ilvet, 1998, for a review) - namely, vertical and horizontal 
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collectivism and vertical and horizontal individualism. The latter two can be defined as 
perceiving the self as independent and different from the selves of others; the individual 
is seen as autonomous and competitive (vertical individualism) and perceiving the self as 
independent and same from the selves of others, yet, the individual is seen as autonomous 
with emphasis on equality (horizontal individualism). 
Different researchers have suggested more components and correlates of individualism: 
Hsu (1983), for instance, considered self-reliance, competitiveness; aggressive creativity; 
conformity; insecurity; large military expenditures; prejudice toward racial and religious 
groups that are too different; and unrealistic interpersonal relationships (and international 
relations — policeman of the world) - as the characteristics of individualism [from 
Triandis, 1990]. Waterman (1984) described individualism in terms of four positive 
psychological characteristics such as (1) sense of personal identity (Erikson). (2) self-
actualization (Maslow), (3) internal locus of control (Rotter), and (4) principled moral 
reasoning (Kohlberg) [from Hui & Yee, 1994], Bellah with colleagues (1985) identified 
American individualism as follows: self-reliance, independence and separation from 
family, religion, and community; hedonism, utilitarianism, and emphasis on exchange; 
competition, equity and fairness in the distribution of rewards; trust in others; emphasis 
on competence; involvement in community life (getting something in return); equality of 
people and the rejection of arbitrary authority; the self as the only source of reality. Ho 
and Chiu (1994) saw value of the individual; autonomy; individual responsibility 
(consequences of action affect the individual); individual achievement; self-reliance 
(individual interests; security in individual's strength) as the characteristics of 
individualism [from Kagitgibasi, 1997], 
At the cultural level, individualism has been defined as a "cultural syndrome," reflecting 
shared attitudes, beliefs, categorizations, norms, roles, and values organized around a 
central theme, that are found among individuals who speak a particular language, and live 
in a specific geographic region, during a specific historical period. The central theme of 
individualism is the conception of the individuals as autonomous from groups (Triandis 
1993, 1994, 1995, 1996; Triandis, Chan, Bhawuk, Iwao, & Sinha, 1995). 
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Individualism and Related ( instructs 
At the individual level, individualism has been found to be related to achievement 
motivation, alienation, anomie. and greater loneliness and at the cultural level to be 
associated with high levels of Gross National Product, but also to several forms of social 
pathology, such as high crime, suicide, divorce, child abuse, emotional stress, and 
physical and mental illness rates (cf. Triandis et al., 1985). 
Individualistic values have been found to be an exciting life, a varied life, a spiritual life, 
an enjoying life, a comfortable life, freedom, equality, competition, pleasure, social 
recognition, self-respect, independent, intelligent, and helpful (Triandis el al., 1985, 
1990, 1993). Schwartz (1990) considered hedonism (enjoyment), achievement, self-
direction, social power, and stimulation to be values which all serve the self-interests of 
the individual - which are individualistic types of values. Later, he has replaced 
individualism and collectivism with two higher order value dimensions — namely 
'openness to change' (self-direction and stimulation) vs. 'conservation' (conformity, 
tradition and security) at the individual level and 'autonomy' vs. "conservation" at the 
cultural level. The other dimension is 'self-enhancement" (achievement and power) vs. 
'self-transcendence" (universalism and benevolence) at the individual level; culture level 
counterparts being 'hierarchy' and 'mastery," respectively (Schwartz. 1994). 
It has been suggested by several authors, that individualism may be related to the internal 
locus of control (cf. Rotter. 1966). For instance, Hui (1988) has described the internal 
locus of control as one of the four basic attributes of individualism-collectivism. Also, 
according to Triandis (1995). individualists attribute their success as well as other events 
to their own individual attributes more than collectivists. A closer look at the two 
constructs at the cultural level was made by Smith, Trompenaars and Dugan (1995) who 
found a strong relationship between the Rotter's internal-external locus of control and 
Hofstede's (1980) dimension of individualism-collectivism. The correlation between the 
internal locus of control and individualism was as high as .70 at p < 0.0001 (Smith et al., 
1995). 
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The Aim of the Study 
The word individualism' originates from a Latin word individuum which means 
'indivisible". If one looks at the content of individualism, there seems to be three different 
ways in which person can be "indivisible' and not abridged to something external to him, 
at least ignoring all political and religious connotations of this word. (1) Autonomy. 
According to this aspect, person defines himself, or is defined by others, as an 
autonomous and largely independent agent without references to other people, groups, or 
institutions. It means, in particular, that person is independent and autonomous from 
other people and groups. Priority is given to individual aims, decisions and choices; (2) 
Self-sufficiency. This aspect emphasizes the person's ability to supply all needs without 
assistance and confidence in one's own abilities. Person feels that he or she is the center 
of action, the most things are conditioned from person's own will; (3) Self-assurance. 
This aspect stresses person's confidence in oneself and awareness of being the only one 
of its kind. Person perceives oneself as without equal, characteristically different from 
others. 
The aim of this study was to develop an instrument which could operationalize the 
concept of individualism in a way defined above and to establish in what relation it 
stands in the respect of the three forms of collectivism. Familism, Companionship and 
Patriotism, postulated by Realo et al. (1997). On that purpose, a relatively large set of 
items was generated by a group of experts to cover the whole range of possible meanings 
of individualism. In addition to the items generated by the experts, all available 
instruments measuring various aspects of individualism and/or collectivism were looked 
through with the purpose to "borrow' items that there not proposed by the experts. This 
set of items along with a number of previously developed instruments measuring 
individualism and collectivism or related constructs were administered to the participants 
of this research. 
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Method 
Participants 
The sample for this study consisted of 304 subjects (77 males and 227 females). One-
hundred and forty-six subjects were the applicants for admission to the Faculty of Social 
Sciences of the University of Tartu. Seventy-four participants were the students of the 
Department of Psychology of the University of Tartu. The rest of the participants were 
students of two high-schools in the town and county of Tartu as well as adults with 
diverse socio-demographical background. Subjects" age ranged from 15 to 73 with the 
mean age 20.4 years (SD = 6.1). Data were collected from June to November 2000. 
Measures of Individual ism 
The Individualism Scale (ESTIND). It was decided to develop two different scales to 
measure three themes of individualism. The first one (ESTIND-P) was intended to be a 
personally worded scale, which would directly measure individualistic attitudes and 
behaviors, e.g., "I don't let other people to change me" ("Ma ei lase teistel inimestel 
ennast muuta"). The second scale (ESTIND-N) was planned to be a normatively or 
generally worded scale with items such as "The most important thing for an individual is 
an independence from the others" ("Inimese jaoks on peamine iseseisvus ja soltumatus 
teistest"), for instance, which would measure guiding principles and values which people 
may consider to be true but not binding, that is person may act inversely to the principle 
regarded to be important and right in life by him or her. The aim was to examine whether 
these two scales are related, that is whether people who hold individualistic principles 
also say that they behave according to those principles. 
Item development of the ESTIND Scale. One-hundred and two personally and 
normatively worded items were generated considering three themes of individualism: 
(1) Autonomy, e.g.. personally worded item: "I am disturbed when somebody 
tries to intervene my life" ("Mind hairib, kui puutakse minu ellu sekkudd\ 
e.g., normatively worded item: "Individual should stand up for what one 
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thinks right, regardless of what others think" ("Inimene peaks seisma selle 
eest, mida ta digeks peab, hoolimata sellest, mi da teised arvavad"): 
(2) Self-sufficiency, e.g., personally worded item: "Most of the important 
decisions in my life have been determined by chance, not by my own will" 
("Enamuse 1 ah!said otsuseid mu elus on maaranud juhus, mitte minu kindel 
tahe \ e.g.. normatively worded item: "All things in this world depend on 
individual's own will" ("Kdik siin ilmas soltub inimese enda tahtest"); 
(3) Self-assurance, e.g., personally worded item: "I am not like other people" 
("A4a ei ole teisle inimesle moodf); e.g., normatively worded item: "Every 
person is unique and different from the others" ("Iga inimene on kordumatu 
ja teistest erinev"). 
In addition to the items concentrating on these three themes, 168 items measuring 
individualistic attitudes, values and behaviors were added to the original item-pool from 
1 7 different scales and questionnaires (e.g., the INDCOL Scale, Hui, 1988; Value Profile, 
Bales and Couch, 1969: Personal Value Scales, Scott. 1965). Four experts (the author, a 
graduate student and two faculty members of the department) gave their ratings to each 
item considering item's relevance to the theoretical concept of individualism introduced 
above. Ratings were given on a 3-point scale running from 2 ("the item is very good, it 
should certainly stay in the item-pool") to 0 ("the item should certainly be excluded from 
the item-pool") with 1 in the middle indicating that the item can be both included or 
excluded in the item-pool. On the basis of the experts" ratings, 92 personally worded 
items and 33 normatively worded items were selected for the final item-pool. The 
participants of this research were asked to indicate their agreement with the items on a 6-
point Likert-type agreement-disagreement scale. 
The Three-Level Individualism Questionnaire (3-LIQ). Following the three-factor model 
of collectivism developed by Realo et al. (1997). an attempt was made to develop also a 
three-level individualism scale. On that purpose. 16 core attributes of individualism were 
selected and subjects were asked to rate how important a given principle or value is in 
relations with: (1) one's family or close people; (2) peers (friends, co-workers, etc.); and 
(3) society (nation, public opinion, etc.) using a 7-point Likert-type agreement-
disagreement scale. From the methodological point of view, the new scale bears some 
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resemblance with the Individualism-Collectivism Interpersonal Assessment Inventory 
developed by Matsumoto and his colleagues (1997). 
Other Measures 
In order to validate the new individualism measures as well as to study their relations 
with several other closely related constructs, seven other scales were used in this 
research. The ESTCOL Scale, the Horizontal and Vertical Individualism-Collectivism 
Scale (1 IVCi). and the Schwartz's Person Profiles Scale (SPPS) were used to examine the 
dimensionality and relationship between individualism and collectivism. The Buss 
Competitiveness Scale (BCS), the Machiavellianism Scale (MACH), the Narcissism 
Scale (NPI). and the Rotter Internal-External Control Scale (REI) were used to measure 
relationships between new measures of individualism and various other constructs that 
have been associated with individualism in cross-cultural literature. It should be 
emphasized here that the list of constructs to be measured in relation to individualism in 
this study was definitely not exhaustive - our final choice of measures depended first and 
foremost on availability of respective scales in Estonian. 
The ESTCOL Scale. According to Realo and colleagues (1997), there are at least three 
interrelated, yet distinguishable subtypes of collectivism focused on relations with family 
(CI), peers (C2), and society (C3). These types share common core which is 
superordinate to these particular forms of collectivism. The scale, measuring the three 
subtypes of a collectivism, consisted of 24 items and subjects were asked to indicate their 
agreement-disagreement with items on a 5-point Likert-type scale. The internal 
reliabilities of CI, C2. and C3 subscales were .83, .68. and .80, respectively. 
The Horizontal and Vertical Individualism-Collectivism Scale (HVCI). The scale was 
developed by Singelis and colleagues (1995) and adapted to Estonian by Kiilvet (1998). 
The Estonian version of the scale consisted of 29 items, the items were answered on a 5-
point Likert-type agreement-disagreement scale. The Cronbach alphas were .54. .58. .67. 
and .78 for HC, VC, HI, and VI subscales, respectively. 
The Schwartz's Person Profiles Scale (SPPS). The values were measured using 
Schwartz's Person Profiles Scale (SPPS: Schwartz, 1997). Scale was adapted to Estonian 
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during the cross-cultural research project on "Social Representations of HIV/AIDS in 
Central and Eastern Europe" (see Goodwin. Realo, Kwiatkowska. Kozlowa. Nguyen Luu. 
& Nisharadze (2000) for more details). SPPS is a 29-item questionnaire which can be 
used to assess values at both the individual and cultural level. Respondents were asked to 
consider 29 descriptions of imaginary individuals and asked "How much the person in 
the description is like you?" responding on 6-point scales ranging from "Not like me at 
all" to "Very much like me". Scale items were divided into ten value types (measuring 
Hedonism, Self-Direction. Stimulation, Conformity, Tradition, Security, Universalism, 
Benevolence, Achievement and Power) then formed into the two dimensions Openness to 
Change versus Conservatism and Self-Transcendence versus Self-Enhancement. 
Cronbach alphas ranged from .51 (Self-Direction and Tradition) to .77 (Achievement). 
The Buss Competitiveness Scale (BCS). Buss (1986) developed 10-item unidimensional 
scale to measure interpersonal competition, in contrast to contests involving groups or 
struggles in the workplace. The scale was translated into Estonian in connection with this 
study. Subjects were asked to indicate their agreement-disagreement with items on a 6-
point Likert-type scale. The internal reliability of the scale was .76. 
The Machiavellianism Scale (MACH). The machiavellianism was measured using the 
MACH Scale, originally developed by Christie and Geis (1970) and adapted to Estonian 
by Paaksi (1998). The scale consists of 30 items, subjects gave their ratings on a 6-point 
Likert-type agreement-disagreement scale. In Paaksi's (1998) study, the Cronbach alpha 
of the scale was .82.' 
The Narcissism Scale (NPI). The Narcissism was measured with 63-item scale, which 
was adapted to Estonian by Saluveer (1998) and contained adapted items from two 
measures: the Narcissistic Personality Inventory developed by Raskin and Hall (1979) 
and the Murray's Narcissism Scale (Murray. 1938). Estonian version of the scale 
measures three aspects of narcissism with three subscales: (1) Vanity subscale contains 
items which describe self-exposure and self-admiration; (2) Entitlement subscale 
1  The sum scores of the Machiavellianism Scale and the Narcissism Scale in this study were kindly 
calculated by Aleksander Pulver.  Unfortunately,  he refused to provide us with any further information either 
in regard to the Cronbach alphas of the scales or the specific information on the composition of the scales.  
Therefore,  the internal reliabili ty coefficients or any other specific i tem-related information of the two scales 
mentioned above, cannot be reported for this study. 
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measuring emphasizing one's singularity; (3) Hypersensitivity subscale assessing 
hypersensitivity toward negative evaluations (Saluveer. 1999). Subjects were asked to 
give their ratings on a 6-point Likert-type agreement-disagreement scale. The Cronbach 
alphas in Saluveer's (1999) study were .83, .87, and .77 for Vanity, Entitlement, and 
Hypersensitivity, respectively. 
The Internal-External Control Scale (REJ). The Internal-External Control Scale was 
developed by Rotter (1966) and re-adapted into Estonian by Koido (1998a) for measuring 
locus of control. The Estonian version of the scale consisted of 29 forced-choice items, of 
which 6 were filler items as an original scale. Koido (1998b) obtained results which 
indicated three factor solution of the scale: (1) Personal Control (PC) (e.g., "Many times I 
feel that I have little influence over the things that happen to me" vs. "It is impossible for 
me to believe that chance or luck plays an important role in my life"); (2) Social-Political 
Control (SPC) (e.g., "With enough effort we can wipe out political corruption" vs. "It is 
difficult for people to have much control over the things politicians do in office"); (3) 
Academic Control (AC) (e.g.. "In the case of the well prepared student there is rarely if 
ever such a thing as an unfair test" vs. "Many times exam questions tend to be so 
unrelated to course work that studying is really useless"). Cronbach alphas were .69, .57. 
and .45 for PC, SPC, and AC scales, respectively. 
Procedure 
Subjects for this study were recruited on a voluntarily basis. In most cases, the subjects 
completed a battery of psychological questionnaires individually, there was no time limit 
for completing the tests. 
Results 
Me as ures of Indi vidualisn 1 
Internal structure of the ESTIND-P Scale. Ninety-two items of the ESTIND-P scale were 
analyzed using explorative factor analysis principal component method followed by a 
varimax normalized rotation. Analyses revealed that factors formed around themes of 
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three hypothesized themes of individualism. Next, the best 'simple' factor solution for 
three factors was tried to establish on the basis of the factor loadings. The results of the 
item-analysis, descriptive statistics and the wording of the items were also taken into 
consideration while constructing the scale. The final version of the ESTIND-P Scale 
contained three factors which accounted for 40.7% of the total variance. These factors 
pertained to three aspects of individualism: (1) autonomy (AT); (2) self-sufficiency (SS); 
and (3) self-assurance (SA). The first factor consisted of 10 items, the rest two factors 
both of 7 items. Table 1 shows the items and the factor loadings of the ESTIND-P Scale. 
T h e  i n t e r c o r r e l a t i o n s  b e t w e e n  t h e  t h r e e  s u b s c a l e s  w e r e  a l l  s t a t i s t i c a l l y  s i g n i f i c a n t  ( p  <  
.05): between AT and SS subscales r = .20; between AT and SA subscales r = .30; and 
SS and SA subscales r = .23. Cronbach alphas were .79, .76, and .74 for AT, SS. and SA 
subscales, respectively. Age was correlated statistically significantly only with SA 
subscale (r = -.17./? < .05). this moderate negative correlation suggests that only in some 
aspects, younger people tend to be somewhat more individualistic than older people. Men 
(/;/ = 32.2, SD = 5.3) were higher than women (m = 30.7, SD = 5.3). t(29S) = 2.1,/; = .04 
on SA scale. The general individualism index IND (AT + ST + AS) was also higher for 
men (m = 109.1, SD = 11.6) than for women (m = 105.6, SD = 12.0), t(296) = 2.3. p = 
.03. 
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Table 1 
Factor Loadings of the ESIIND-P Scale 
Factor Loadings 
Item No AT SS SA RJ 
13 .53 -.06 .10 .27 
18 .55 .22 .12 .31 
24 .48 -.11 .19 .29 
38 .61 .18 .10 .44 
39 .57 .07 .05 .32 
44 .57 -.01 -.05 .30 
45 .59 .11 .06 .36 
46 .66 .15 .00 .39 
51 .53 .10 .17 .32 
57 .70 .01 .07 .43 
8 .1 1 .65 .09 .39 
23 -.05 .51 .00 .24 
62 .15 .63 .21 .36 
73 .20 .58 .04 .35 
77 -.21 .71 -.01 .45 
87 .13 .66 .20 .41 
89 .14 .65 -.05 .44 
31 .15 -.02 .72 .41 
37 .27 -.06 .39 .21 
48 .07 .19 .74 .49 
54 .22 .06 .60 .35 
67 -.16 .08 .58 .31 
74 -.01 .28 .58 .37 
91 .24 -.03 .67 .37 
Note. N- 298.  Loadings greater  than | .30|  are boldfaced.  
AT = Autonomy; SS = Self-Sufficiency;  SA = Self-Assurance.  
R" = variable communali t ies .  
Internal structure of the ESTIND-N Scale. Thirty-three normatively worded items were 
also analyzed using principal component method followed by a varimax normalized 
rotation. Analyses did not reveal the expected three-factor solution, the search for the best 
possible simple structure eventually led us to an one-factor solution, consisting of 9 items 
measuring the construct of autonomy. Table 2 shows the loadings of the factor. One-
factor solution accounted for 42.3% of the total variance and the internal reliability of the 
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scale was .83. There was no statistically significant correlation between age and the 
ESTIND-N scale. Also, there were no gender differences on this scale -- men's (m = 
41.3. SD = 6.9) and women's (m = 41.6, SD = 5.8) scores were not significantly different 
from one another. t(298) = -.28.p = .78. 
Table 2 
Factor Loadings of the ESTIND-N Scale 
Factor Loadings 
Item No AT R2 
9 .65 .32 
1 1 .60 .30 
12 .62 .31 
14 .72 .42 
16 .65 .32 
24 .75 .43 
27 .64 .J J 
30 .59 .28 
o J J .60 .28 
Note. N = 300.  Loadings greater  than | .30|  are boldfaced.  
AT = Autonomy. R~ = variable communali t ies .  
Internal Structure of the Three-Level Individualism Questionnaire (3-LIQ). This 
questionnaire consisted of three separate 16-item scales, which measured individualism 
in relation to family (II), peers (12), and society (13). At first, each scale was separately 
subjected to a principal component analysis by which procedure unidimensional solutions 
were obtained for each scale consisting of 9 identical items. Table 3 shows factor 
loadings of the three separate unidimensional scales. II scale accounted for 31.3%, 12 
scale for 30.2%. and 13 scale for 31.4% of the total variance. The Cronbach alphas were 
.70. .69. and .71 for II. 12. and 13 scales, respectively. The intercorrelations between the 
three subscales were all statistically significant at p < .05: between II and 12 subscales, r 
= .44; between 11 and 13 subscales, r = .30; and 12 and 13 subscales, r = .33. Age was not 
correlated with any of these scales, no statistically significant gender differences were 
obtained on any scales. 
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Table 3 
Factor loadings of the II, 12, and 13 Scales 
Factor Loadings 
Item No 11 12 13 
1 .72 .71 .58 
9 .52 .61 .69 
J .62 .62 .62 
4 .53 .51 .64 
5 .34 .48 .48 
10 .59 .46 .44 
12 .52 .36 .43 
13 .47 .58 .59 
14 .62 .52 .52 
Note. N = 301.  Loadings greater  than | .30j  are 
boldfaced.  II  = individualism towards family:  
12 = individualism towards peers;  
13 = individualism towards society.  
Correlations between the Scales of Individualism and Other Measures 
As mentioned in the introductory section, one of the aims of this study was to examine 
relationship between individualism and collectivism as well as correlations between 
individualism and competitiveness, locus of control, machiavellianism, narcissism and 
values. Also, we were interested to see how much different individualism scales measure 
the same thing. The correlational analysis was used on that purpose - the results are 
presented in Table 4. 
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Table 4 
Correlations between Individualism measures and the Other Scales 
Scale AT SS SA IND NORMAT 11 12 13 
AT LOO .20* .30* .74* .64* .39* .37* .25* 
SS .20* 1.00 .23* .67* .17* .09 .28* .07 
SA .30* .23* 1.00 .70* .29* .15* .13* .09 
1ND .74* .67* .70* 1.00 .54* .31* .39* .20* 
NORM AT .64* .17* .29* .54* 1.00 .29* OO
 X-
.21* 
11 .39* .09 .15* .31* .29* LOO .44* .30* 
12 .37* .28* .13* .39* .38* .44* 1.00 .33* 
13 .25* .07 .09 .20* .21* .30* .33* 1.00 
COL1 .07 -.1 1 - .13* -.08 .22* - .29* -.08 - .20* 
COL2 -.04 - .16* -.10 - .15* .08 - .16* - .25* - .17* 
COL3 -.07 .00 -.01 -.04 .12* - .15* -.08 - .42* 
COL -.0 1 - .1 1 - .10 -.1 1 .18* - .26* - .16* - .34* 
HC -.05 -.04 -.01 -.05 .04 - .20* - .18* - .20* 
VC -.06 -.03 -.10 -.10 .11 - .29* - .13* - .25* 
HI .37* .34* .56* .61* .36* .34* .30* .15* 
VI .23* .19* .26* .32* .28* .16* .12* -.06 
BCS .18* .25* .36* .37* .27* .05 .11 -.05 
MACH .04 -.02 .17* .09 .03 .13* .10 .09 
NPI .30* .31* .57* .56* .37* .09 .08 -.01 
VAN .12* .21* .52* .39* .10 -.04 -.02 -.04 
HYP .07 - .15* .23* .07 .15* .04 - .16* - .14* 
ENT .21* .52* .45* .55* .29* .10 .16* .02 
PC - .18* - .27* .05 - .19* - .13* -.08 -.1 1 -.06 
SPC -.01 -.1 1 .03 -.05 .00 -.06 -.02 .05 
AC -.07 - .13* .  12* -.04 -.08 .04 -.10 .03 
REI - .15* - .27* .07 -.17* -.11 -.06 -.1 1 - .02 
UNIV .12* .01 .00 .06 .16* -.04 -.01 - .14* 
ACH .14* .30* .45* .41* .16* -.03 .04 -.10 
TRAD .06 - .16* - .21* - .14* .16* - .18* - .11* - .19* 
BEN .19* .18* .07 .21 * .24* - .17* -.07 -.08 
SEC . 1 1  . 1 1 *  .01 .1 1 .18* - .19* 
-.07 - .26* 
STIM .21* .18* .33* .34* .25* .05 .07 .12* 
HED .18* .05 .25* .22* .22* -.01 -.01 .09 
POW .15* .10 .26* .24* .13* .01 .02 .05 
SELF-DIR .34* .38* .34* .51* .31* .22* .27* .16* 
CONF .02 -.07 - .15* -.09 .13* - .29* - .14* - .27* 
SELF-TR .18* .10 .03 .15* .23* - .12* 
-.05 - .13* 
CONS .08 -.04 - .14* -.05 .19* - .27* - .13* - .29* 
OPEN .32* .32* .42* .50* .33* .15* .18* .16* 
SELF-EN .20* .19* .41* .37* .21* -.02 .02 .01 
Note. N = 304,  the number of  subjects  may vary clue to the missing data.  The ESTIND-P Scale:  AT = 
autonomy: SS = self-sufficiency;  SA = self-assurance;  1ND = individualism index (AT + SS + SA);  the 
ESTIND-N Scale:  NORM AT = autonomy; the 3-LIQ: II  = individualism toward family;  12 = individualism 
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toward peers;  13 = individualism toward society;  the ESTCOL Scale;  CI = family collect ivism: C2 = peers 
collect ivism; C3 = society collect ivism; COL = general  collect ivism index (CI + C2 + C3);  the HVCI Scale:  
HC = horizontal  collect ivism; VC = vert ical  collect ivism, HI = horizontal  individualism, VI = vert ical  
individualism; the BCS: BCS = competi t iveness index;  the MACH Scale:  MACH = machiavell ianism index:  
the NPI Scale:  NPI = narcissism index;  VAN = vanity;  HYP = hypersensi t ivi ty;  ENT = enti t lement:  the REI 
Scale:  PC = personal  control;  SPC = social-poli t ical  control;  AC = academic control:  REI = locus of  control  
(PC + SPC + AC);  the SPPS: UNIV = universal ism; ACH = achievement;  TRAD = tradit ion;  BEN = 
benevolence;  SEC = securi ty;  STIM = st imulat ion;  HED = hedonism; POW = power;  SELF-DIR = self-
direct ion;  CONF = conformity;  SELF-TR = self- transcendence;  CONS = conservatism: OPEN = openness to 
change;  SELF-EN = self-enhancement.  
Stat is t ical ly signif icant  correlat ions are boldfaced.  
* p < .05 
As can be seen from this table, correlations between different individualism measures are 
statistically significant indicating that they are measuring the same construct, although 
different aspects of it. That our new measures are indeed measuring individualism is also 
confirmed by significant positive correlations between three new scales and 
individualism subscales of the HVCI scale. There are no significant correlations between 
the ESTIND-P scales and collectivism subscales of the HVCI scale and three significant 
yet relatively low correlations between the ESTIND-P and the ESTCOL subscales (C2 
and SS. CI and SA, C2 and IND), thereby indicating that individualism and collectivism 
appear to be relatively independent dimensions. The three significant correlations 
between the ESTIND-N and the ESTCOL subscales (CI and NORMAT, C3 and 
NORMAT, COL and NORM_AT) seem to suggest that indeed, "one cannot be really 
individualist without being somewhat collectivist at the same time" as it was suggested 
by Realo (1999, p. 15). Negative correlations between the 3-LIQ and the ESTCOL scale 
are statistically significant, except two correlations from 12. This shows that if both 
collectivism and individualism are measured towards specific groups - the constructs 
appear to act as the opposites of one dimension. 
As expected, competitiveness and individualism are positively correlated - people 
scoring high on individualism are also more competitive. Machiavellianism and 
individualism are related through two aspects: people scoring high on SA (Self-
Assurance) and family-related individualism (II) tend to score higher also on 
machiavellianism, that is, they may use all means to gain their aims. Narcissism and 
individualism seem to be related relatively strongly. Positive correlations between 
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subscales of the ESTIND scales and subscales of the NPI scale indicate that people 
scoring higher on individualism tend also to be more self-admiring and stress their 
singularity. As expected, people high on individualism tend to attribute things happen to 
them to their own attributes having an internal locus of control as can be concluded from 
negative statistically significant correlations between individualism measures and the REI 
scale. Vet. the correlations between the two measures at the individual level (r = -.15 and 
-.27) are considerably lower than those obtained by Smith and colleagues (1995) at the 
cultural level (r = .70). Signifcant positive correlations between individualism and 
individualistic values of the SPPS (achievement, stimulation, hedonism, power, and self-
direction) confirm also that new measures are indeed measuring individualism. 
Discussion 
Relations between three measures of individualism 
At first, it can be said that all three measures of individualism developed in this study 
(i.e.. the ESTIND-P, the ESTIND-N, and the 3-LIQ) showed satisfactory internal 
reliability with the Cronbach alphas running from .69 (12, the 3-LIQ) to .83 (the 
ESTIND-N). Also, the positive correlations between the individualistic values of the 
SPPS. individualism subscales of the HVCI scale and our three individualism scales 
indicated the high validity of the new individualism measures. The intercorrelations of 
the three individualism measures were also statistically significant, although not very 
high. These moderate correlations between the three new individualism scales suggest 
that they are not quite measuring the same higher-order concept of individualism but 
rather its marginally overlapping components. On the basis of these results, one may 
speculate that individualism does not form a unitary concept as it was found in case of 
collectivism, for instance (cf. Realo el al., 1997). Autonomy, however, appears to be a 
major theme of individualism that is more or less covered by all three measures of 
individualism. 
In designing this study, we were also interested in whether people who value 
individualism as a general guiding principle, also report themselves acting or behaving in 
a similar way. Strong correlation (r = .64, p < .05) between the Autonomy subscales of 
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the ESTIND-P and the ESTIND-N scales suggests that indeed, people emphasizing 
individualism as a general principle, also tend ot prefer to act in an individualistic 
manner. Furthermore, the mean scores of the two scales were highly similar (m = 4.61 
and 4.68. respectively), suggesting that in general, people's answers to the two set of 
items are in good concordance. 
Relations Between Individualism and Collectivism 
One of the aims of this study was to examine relationship between individualism and 
collectivism. The results of this study clearly indicate that individualism, as it was 
defined in this study, and three-factor model of collectivism*(Realo et al., 1997), do not 
form opposite poles of one single dimension. They can be considered as two different 
constructs, orthogonal in the relation to each other. This conclusion is based on the 
correlations between the ESTIND-P. the ESTCOL, the ESTIND and collectivism 
subscales of the HVCI scale. The positive relationship between the ESTCOL and the 
NORM AT scale supports assumption that individualism and collectivism can be 
regarded, in some cases at least, as preconditions of each other (Realo, 1999). However. 
NORM AT needs further investigation, may be it measures something else in addition to 
autonomy, for example social desirability. Yet. the negative correlations between the 3-
LIQ and the ESTCOL scale show that if both collectivism and individualism are 
measured towards specific groups - the constructs may indeed be negatively related to 
each other. Further studies are needed to determine the nature of this relationship. 
Relations between Individualism and Other Constructs 
Positive correlation between individualism and competitiveness was expected and 
confirms previous conceptualizations (eg., Bellah et al., 1985; Hsu. 1983) that 
individualistic people emphasize competing and being the best. It is also not surprising, 
that narcissism was quite strongly related to individualism. Although this relationship has 
been theoretically discussed in previous studies (Triandis, 1990), it was difficult to 
anticipate such a massive overlap between all facets of individualism and narcissism. 
Further studies are needed to clarify what is specific to individualism and narcissism, 
provided that they can be still treated as two separate concepts. Machiavellianism showed 
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two relatively low positive correlations with two aspects of individualism, self-assurance 
and individualism toward family. On the basis of these results it is premature to suggest 
that more individualistic people manipulate more with other people to accomplish their 
aims, although theoretically it would be pretty much expected that machiavellian persons 
are also somewhat selfish and self-interested (Paaksi, 1998). There are only few studies 
in which the relationship between locus of control and individualism/collectivism has 
been examined at the individual level (cf. Koido, 1998b). The results of this study show-
that indeed, individualistic people have a more internal locus of control. In other words, it 
means that individualistic people consider things happening to them to be conditioned 
from their own personal attributes and will as well as they believe that external forces, 
like other people, fate, luck etc. do not play big role in shaping their life. 
(' one Ins ion 
Taken together, it can be said that the study answered several important questions about 
the nature of individualism and its relation to collectivism and several other constructs 
but also raised a few as outlined above. The future studies would pay closer attention to 
the positive correlations between the scale measuring individualism as a general principle 
and various other constructs such as collectivistic attitudes and values emphasizing 
security, traditionalism, and conformity. Also, a negative relationship between context (or 
group)-related measures of individualism and collectivism deserves further consideration. 
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EST IN I)  
Antud ki'isiimistik koosneb kukku 139 vailest. Falun lugege iga vciiclet tahclepanelikult ja 
hinnake, kuivord hcisti see Teid iseloonntstab ehk kni digeks Te sedci peate. Oma vastus 







kui vaide on Teie arvates 
kui vaide on Teie arvates 
kui vaide on Teie arvates 
kui vaide on Teie arvates 
kui vaide on Teie arvates 
kui vaide on Teie arvates 
t i i icsti  oige 
peaaegu oige 
pigem oige kui vale 
pigem vale kui oige 
peaaegu vale 
taiesti  vale 
1. Ma tean, kes ma olen ja mida soovin saavutada 
2. Kui midagi laheb halvasti, siis ei aja ma seda olukorra voi juhuse siiiiks 
3. Minu jaoks on oluline olla vaba oma tegemiste kavandamisel ja valikul 
4. Piiiian alati endast aru saada 
5. Ma ei kuulu tihessegi parteisse, organisatsiooni voi uhingusse 
6. Mind ei saa stiiidistada teiste ebaonnestumistes 
7. Mulle ei meeldi, kui mind pi'iutakse "raamidesse" suruda 
8. Koosolekutel votan olulistes kiisimustes alati sona 
9. Mulle meeldib olla omaette 
10. Katsun alati kontrollida oma mottekaigu oigsust 
11. Mulle meeldib ise oma tegemiste iile otsustada 
12. Usun, et suunan ise oma elukaiku 
13. Mind hairib, kui ptititakse minu ellu sekkuda 
14. Ma olen voimeline tunnistama oma vigu 
15. Ma ei lase ennast mojutada teiste inimeste arvamustest 
16. Hindan inimestes eelkoige soltumatust ja kompetentsust 
17. Mul pole erilist tarvet enda olemuse ja iseloomu iile juurdlemiseks 
18. Otsuste tegemisel lahtun eelkoige iseenda vajadustest ega lase end teistel 
mojutada 
19. Vastutan ise oma tegude eest 
20. Mulle meeldib teha asju omal viisil 
21. Ma ei saa aru, kust laheb piir minu ja teiste inimeste valid 
22. Mulle ei meeldi, kui ma pean kellestki soltuma 
23. Enamuse liihtsaid otsuseid minu elus on maaranud juhus, mitte minu kindel 
tahe 
24. Minu huvid ja eesmargid on mulle koige tahtsamad 
X* 
25. Saizeli mOtlen selle iile, kes ma olen 
26. Mulle meeldib suhelda inimestega. kes omavad oma soltumatut arvamust 
27. Toetim koiges peamiselt iseendale 
28. Olen valmis oma vigu tunnistama 
29. Kui vahegi voimalik, siis istun bussis voi rongis teistest eemale 
30. Ma pole kunagi kindel, kas mingi mote on minu enda oma voi olen seda 
kusagiIt mujalt kuulnud 
3 1. Olen alati tahtnud teistest millegi poolest erineda 
32. Otsustan ise oma tegude iile 
33. Keegi ei tunne mind nii hasti kui ma ise 
34. Mulle meeldib. kui on selgelt piiritletud. mis roll on minul ja koigil 
iilejaanutel 
35. Tahtsate otsuste langetamisel usaldan iseennast 
36. Kui mul midagi ebaonnestub. ei siiiidista ma tavaliselt selles iseennast 
37. Minus on omadusi, m iI lest teised inimesed pole teadlikud 
38. Soovin ise otsustada mind puudutavate kusimuste iile 
39. Toimin tavaliselt nii, nagu digeks pean 
40. 01 ikoolis oppides eelistaksin omaette elamist iihiselamutoale 
41. Minu kordaminekud ja ebaonnestumised on tingitud minust endast 
42. Mulle ei meeldi, kui tehakse selgelt vahet enda ja teiste vahel 
43. Ma olen iseseisev ja teistest soltumatu inimene 
44. Loppkokkuvottes ei esinda ma kedagi peale iseenda 
45. Minu elu maaravad eelkoige minu enda otsustused ja valikud 
46. Ma ei lase teistel inimestel ennast muuta 
47. Olen oma tegude peremees 
48. Mulle meeldib eristuda "hallist massist" 
49. Tulen oma eluga iseseisvalt suureparaselt toime 
50. Ma ei karda endale vastutust votta 
51. Ule koige siin maailmas hindan isikuvabadust 
52. Ma jalgin ennast pidevalt korvalt 
53. Kui mind miski hairib, siis iitlen selle ka valja 
54. Ma ei ole teiste inimeste moodi 
55. Kui voimalik, votan hotellis iiheinimese toa 
56. Ma arvan, et olen usaldusvaarne inimene 
57. Tavaliselt teen seda, mis on mulle koige parem, iikskoik mida teised iitlevad 
58. Ma ei ole inimene, kes koike endale ahnitseb 
59. Mul on mn sisemine "mina", milie olemasolu teised ei aima 
60. Hakkan vastu teiste inimeste piiiietele mind kujundada 
61. Motisklen sageli iseendast 
62. Ma olen ettevotlik ja pealehakkaja inimene 
63. l ean liipselt, millised on minu eesmargid ja huvid ega lase neid teistel muuta 
voi mojutada 
64. Nii palju kui ma ennast maletan, olen ma enda olemasolust teadlik olnud 
65. Mulle ei meeldi teistest inimestest soltuda 
66. Olen uhke oma saavutuste iile 
67. Ma ei erine millegi poolest tuhandetest teistest inimestest 
68. Arvan. et juhin ise oma saatust 
69. Ma ei motle endast kui mingi grupi voi riihma esindajast 
70. Arvan. et keegi ei tunne mind paremini kui ma ise 
71. Mulle ei meeldi pealetiikkivad inimesed 
72. Minu elukaik soltub minust endast 
73. Kui mul on mingist asjast oma arvamus, ei karda ma seda valja oelda 
74. Minu jaoks on oluline teiste seast silma paista 
75. Ma saan ise oma asjadega hakkama 
76. Eelistan iseseisvat tood grupitoole 
77. Mulle ei meeldi olukorrad. kus ma pean millegi olulise eest vastutust kandma 
78. Ma ei lase teistel enda eest otsustada 
79. Usun iseendasse 
80. Tunnen. et ma ei kontrolIi taielikult stindmusi, mis mu elus ette tulevad 
81. Hindan kdrgelt oma isiklikku vabadust 
82. Kaitun samamoodi soltumata sellest, kellega ma koos olen 
83. Olen taielikult vastutav oma sonade ja tegude eest 
84. Ma ei kuluta palju aega selle tile motlemiseks, kes ma selline olen 
85. Oma ettevotmistes juhindun iseenda vajadustest ja eesmarkidest 
86. Eneseteostus on minu elus iiheks koige olulisemaks vaartuseks 
87. Mind peetakse inimeseks. kellel on oma soltumatu arvamus 
88. Majalgin pidevalt korvalt seda. mida ma teen ja inotlen 
89. Mulle ei meeldi olukorrad, kus tuleb endal otsuseid langetada 
90. Ma teen vaid asju, mida digeks pean 
91. Arvan, et olen iseloomult iisna eriparane inimene 
92. Mulle ei meeldi, kui teised "oma nina minu asjadesse topivad" 
Jargmisena on toodud hulk vaiteid, mis kirjeldavad erinevaidpdhimdtteidja vaartusi, 
millest inimesed oma elus juhindiivad. Falun lugege iga vaidet tahe/epane/iku/t ja 
hinnake, kuivord digeks Te seda peate. Oma vastus kirjutage palun vciite ees olevale 







kui vaide on Teie arvates 
kui vaide on Teie arvates 
kui vaide on Teie arvates 
kui vaide on Teie arvates 
kui vaide on Teie arvates 
kui vaide on Teie arvates 
taiesti  oige 
peaaegu oige 
pigem oige kui vale 
pigem vale kui oige 
peaaegu vale 
taiesti  vale 
. . .  >  
1. Iga inimene on kordumatu ja teistest erinev 
2. Kaituda tuleks nii, et ei rikutaks sotsiaalseid norme ega tavasid 
3. Et olla taisvaartuslik, peab inimene olema iseseisev ? 
4. Inimene opib paremini oma kogemustest ja tegudest kui teiste nouandeid 
jargides 
5. Et asjad saaksid oigesti tehtud, tuleb need ise ara teha 
6. Inimene peab valtima soltuvust teistest inimestest voi asjadest - elu mote ja Q 
keskpunkt peaksid paiknema inimeses endas ? 
7. Oma labikukkumistes on vale stiudistada teisi 
8. Inimene peaks eelkoige oma sisemaailmale tahelepanu poorama ^ 
9. Otsuste tegemisel ei peaks end laskma mojutada teiste arvamustest 
10. Tahtis on omada selget ning kindlat piiri iseenda ja teiste vahel 
1 1. Inimene peaks tegema asju omal viisil 
12. Elus saab edasi jouda vaid iseendale toetudes 
13. Parim. mida inimene teha saab. on iseendasse siiiivida 
14. Inimene peaks olema iseenda peremees ning puiidma ise oma elukaiku 
suunata 
15. See, milline inimene on. tuleneb temast endast ja mitte tenia kaaslastest 
16. Just iseseisvad ja soltumatud inimesed viivad elu edasi 
17. Oma tegude tagajargede eest vastutab iga inimene ise 
18. Inimene ei tohiks teiste arvamuste voi tegudega motlematult kaasa minna 
19. Oma eelistuste valjendamisel peaks inimene olema avameelne ja siiras 
20. Vaid soltumatuna saab inimene ol la parim 
21. Inimese iile peaks otsustama tenia enda omaduste ja mitte tenia soprade ja 
kaaslaste polijal 
22. Oluline on moelda ja tegutseda vabalt. ilma igasuguste sotsiaalsete 
piiranguteta 
23. Inimese toelist olemust peegeldavad tenia ideaalid. tunded ja unistused 
24. Igaiiks peaks ise oma valikud tegema, ilma teiste abita 
25. Gruppi kuulumine hajutab vastutuse suurust 
26. Koik si in ilmas soltub inimese enda tahtest 
27. Inimene peaks seisma selle eest, mida ta oigeks peab. hoolimata sellest, mida 
teised arvavad 
28. Enesetaius peitub soltumatuses 
29. Inimene peaks kohanema olukorra vajadustega ja tegema seda, mida temalt 
oodatakse 
30. Oma elutee kujundamine on iga inimese enda kiites 
3 I. Inimese tasuvaimaks uurimisobjektiks on tenia enda siseelu 
32. Tanapaeval voib inimene loota ainult iseendale 
33. lnimesese jaoks on peamine iseseisvus ning soltumatus teistest 
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3-TIK 
A. Alljargnevalt on sonastatud rida pdhimotteid ja vaartusi. millest inimesed oma elus juhinduvad. 
Esiteks palun hinnake seda. kuivord olulised on Teie jaoks alltoodud pohimotted ja vaartused, kui 
suhtlete oma liihedaste inimeste voi perekonna liikmetega. Vastamisel kasutage palun 
alljargnevat 7-punktilist skaalat: 
- 3 - 2 - 1  0  1 2  3  
on taiesti on nii oluline kui ebcioluline/ ei onvagci 
ebcioluline oska delda oluline 
Valige vastus vahemikus -3 kuni +3 ning kirjutage see punktiirile. eeldusel et skaala ots- ja 
keskpunkti tahendused on maaratletud jargmiselt: 
-3 kui antud pohimote voi vaartus on Teie jaoks taiesti ebaoluline 
0 kui Te ei oska antud pohimotte voi vaartuse kohta oma hinnangut anda voi kui see on Teie 
jaoks nii oluline kui ebaoluline 
+3 kui antud pohimote voi vaartus on Teie jaoks vaga oluline 
SUHETES LAHEDASTE INIMESTE VOI PEREKONNALIIKMETEGA. 
KUIVORD OLULINE ON TEIE JAOKS . . .  
1. olla oma otsustes ja tegudes iseseisev 
2. teha asju omal viisil 
3. nendest mitte soltuda 
4. seada esikohale oma isiklikud eesmargid ja huvid 
5. sarnaneda neile / olla nende moodi 
6. nende seast silma paista voi esile tousta 
7. sailitada oma "mina" 
8. tunnetada oma rolli voi iilesannet nende seas 
9. vastutada ise oma tegude eest 
10. suunata ise oma elukaiku 
11. tunnistada oma vigu 
12. mitte sekkuda nende ellu ega lasta neil sekkuda oma ellu 
13. samastada end nendega 
14. jargida nende poolt seatud norme 
15. hoolitseda nende eest. neid aidata 
16. olla neile lojaalne 
B. Jargmiseks palun hinnake seda. kuivord olulised on Teie jaoks alltoodud pohimotted ja 
vaartused. kui suhtlete oma heade soprade voi kaaslastega.  
SUHETES HEADE SOPRADE VOI KAASLASTEGA. 
KUIVORD OLULINE ON TEIE JAOKS . . .  
1. olla oma otsustes ja tegudes iseseisev 
2 teha asju omal viisil 
3. nendest mitte soltuda 
4. seada esikohale oma isiklikud eesmargid ja huvid 
5. sarnaneda neile / olla nende moodi 
6. nende seast silma paista voi esile tousta 
7. sailitada oma "mina" 
8. tunnetada oma rolli voi iilesannet nende seas 
9. vastutada ise oma tegude eest 
10. suunata ise oma elukaiku 
1 1. tunnistada oma vigu 
12. mitte sekkuda nende ellu ega lasta neil sekkuda oma ellu 
13. samastada end nendega 
14. jargida nende poolt seatud norme 
15. hoolitseda nende eest. neid aidata 
16. olla neile lojaalne 
C. Viimasena palun hinnake seda. kuivord olulised on Teie jaoks alltoodud pohimotted ja 
vaartused suhetes oma rahva ja ri igiga.  
SUHETES OMA RAHVA VOI RIIGIGA, 
KUIVORD OLULINE ON TEIE JAOKS . . .  
1. olla oma otsustes ja tegudes iseseisev 
2. teha asju omal viisil 
3. nendest mitte soltuda 
4. seada esikohale oma isiklikud eesmargid ja huvid 
5. sarnaneda neile / olla nende moodi 
6. nende seast silma paista voi esile tousta 
7. sailitada oma "mina" 
8. tunnetada oma rolli voi iilesannet nende seas 
9. vastutada ise oma tegude eest 
10. suunata ise oma elukaiku 
11. tunnistada oma vigu 
12. mitte sekkuda nende ellu ega lasta neil sekkuda oma ellu 
13. samastada end nendega 
14. jargida nende poolt seatud norme 
15. hoolitseda nende eest. neid aidata 
16. olla neile lojaalne 
